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PREFACE

a«r «rrt cour» i„ ehen.i.try at a High School or No,2
*boal. I d«l, ..i^y ^th tho oh«.iC p„,p^„ „,«Uhon, 0, ^Ut««^ ,u,^ ,„ ,„ ,^,^__ ^_^
ft. .nterpr.t.tion of chemicri phe„onK,„ which cooh,-nthm t^ range of oniin^y experienc It i. the ™.„Itof «. endea™„ to render chen.icd knowledge <rf g™..erwrvice m the daUy life of the people.

Chon,ical eoienoe in often introduced to the beginner in.uoh technical form and «, overlo^ied with theory, that a».truggh.^ etndent is perforce compeUed to t™at the .nbiect« «»neth.ng to be received on authority «,d connnitj to
".omory, in the vague hope that it may beconK. intelligible
to h, n„tu«d n.ind, and at «,„„ ,„t„„ tin« throw aTttleI'gU on h,s pathway; or, at !««., enable hin> to p«„ an
•pproaching examination.

The experimenu to thi. cou^ ,«,ui« only the dmplert.nd cheapest apparatus. One ^Ivantage of this i. that the

^. bstance. „d reactions he is studying, and another i.

d^rlT r ™°''°''°°"' *"* 1-" tol»r,» beendeterred by the expense teprovideand matotain. at a triiling
««t, a laboratoiy course to elementwy ehemistry.

Hi



IV PREFACE

It will be noted that each student is expected to observe
aU chemical changes which occur in the experiments, to offer
an explanation of them in his notes, and to support his con-
clusions by careful arguments in which all the known facts
which bear upon his interpretations ar« marshalled in logical
order. This constant appeal to the reason will make the
subject more interesting to the thoughtful student, and will
gently compel those who are inclined to be indolent or super-
ficial to become more thoughtful.

The study of the chemical composition and properties of
vegetable products fills a considerable pUce in these lessons,
for the reason that these organic substances are so closely
connected with human life and its interests.

^*^« th« feature is intended for the benefit of tJie many
»t will not make the book less useful to the few as an intrj
duction to further studies in chemical science.
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•°*'f

'^•"«°>ber tho
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i«n;tur.^r?o.7ieSr™^" ««' -^^'^" *^« ^^p-
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^,^/^"H show what the
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FIRST COURSE IN CHEJMISTRY

PART I-FIBST TERM

CHAPTER I

The Gbanulab (Moleculae) Stbuotube
Matteb

OP

Ilxpmment i. Pill a test tube or flask withcoloured water, and insert a cork thm^w^S
passes a p.ece of smaU glass tubing aboufonlf^tong, open at both ends. Allow the colo^^waterto nse part way up the smaU tube, as you for™ ftlcork mto the mouth of the test tube or'^^^^!
Ta^^r'anZot'T t""""*

'^'^' «•« -'"^
water Anr*^ ^^ ***"* "P°" *•'« ^°'™« <" the

^^Lr^: *'^ ^'"^ *» <-"' """i °^-e the

J^^^t a. Prepai'e a flask or a lanre testtab^ as m the preceding experiment, andt^e^
whole apparatus fuU of air. Invert the apZmta^

rt if iTyt" "^ ^^ "' ^^ till part of the

ZZ^ tt
^^ ^^"«^

'

t""'" J«t it cool, but do

1
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which wdl just pass through a metallic rinir nnffl
t MpandH 80 much that it will not pasL^ZS
whether ,t« volume has changed iu the co^Ii^

&perima,i 4. Take five shaUow dishes one con

^water of sugar, of salt, and of blue vitriol"q'Whve y, and one a mixed solution of commonMlt «,d blue vitriol, the liquid in each beinrCJ
pne-thiTd or one-half an inch deep. SemeS«
fte first, and the content«of the othe™W^el^

ana compare the i-eaidups.
^^

f^f»>^
S. Stu- a small pinch of powdereddye mto a laqp glass vessel full of water

(a) Briefly record the results of each of these ex-Penmenl«^ and point out which of the oC^facts require explanation, and why.
°'^"'«»

(i) Assume that soHds, liquids, and gases are^u^m structur^thati^l^ of^^rat
S.^Zr^f,,'^* so smaU that we ^not

r«rjrs:;srr^^V^rs



THE GRAJfULAR STRUCTURE OP MATTER 9

(c) Try to think of any other theory which will
explain these facts as satisfactorily.

(d) Give then your reasons for believing (not foi
knowing) that aU bodies, solid, Hquid, and gaseous,
are composed of minute grains too small to be seen
even with the aid of a microscope.

Dbp. These minute grains which we suppose to
move further apart, or draw more closely together,m the preceding experiments, are called molecules,'
and the beUef in them is called the molecular theory.

I>EP. The regular forms into which the mole-
rales of a substance often group themselves when
ttie substance is passing from the liquid into the
solid state, are called crystals.

(e) Compare a crystal of common salt with a
crystal of blue vitriol, and consider whether the
molecular theory can throw any light on the forma-
tion of these crystals, or help to account for their
differences.

I>EP. The force by which the molecules of a
body are bound together to form visible masses, is
caUed cohesion. The molecules of solids and liquids
are said to cohere. When the force of cohesion acts
between the molecules of different substances, it is
called adhesion.

% It must be made clear that wo believe in the granular^«^re of «o^d«. liquids, and gases simply because the
theory that matter of all kinds and forms is made up of mole-
cutoi (mmute particles) enables us to explain expansion and



10 FIRST OOUBSi ly CnBiilSTRY

^thin iU .pheT Xylite t'Z't "^ ^"^^ ''°^»"«
we can we, or expect toT^ fh« 1 ^f^^' "'^^ ''^«"e
;:^r. gold, and th^h^r E^ds of ^^"" "*'

T^^^^ "'•
because of the exf^nZ Smer ofT« ;.*•* ""t^P' »>»*

remember that tSre u^J^T^i \ * ^^^^' ^^en we
that they cannot iTs^^ h^^K

P^^*"*^ »nimal» «> small
pe«epti&e through t^ ai^cJl

"^^^ "^^^ ««'* o»Jy become
-everal hundred dUmete^ ft

* r''^^^* ^^^''^ "'•«°ifi«'

that there may be^SSe ^f^H^PT' '^"^ 'ewonable
even with a mioroBc^ "****" too -mall to be seen

II



CHAPTER IT

A Lesson on Heat

Experiment i. Heat a piece of metal by holding
It in a flame. Try whether you can heat another
piece of metal by pounding it with a cool hammer
upon a cool anvil or stone.

(a) Show by means of the molecular theory how
the result was produced in both cases, and why the
results were similar.

(6) Explain how it happened that the metal be-
came hot without applying heat (or anything hot)
vO It.

^^6rme«< ^. Try whether you can heat per-
ceptibly two dry sticks by rubbing them together.

(c) Explain by the molecular theoiy the ancient

togltto * ^""^ ^^ ""^^^ ^^"^^ ^^"^

Experiment 3. Repeat Experiment 2, Chapter Land after the water has risen into the neck of the
flask or test tube, heat the air above the water, until
part ot the latter is pressed back out of the tube.

id) Explam how the heat increased the pressure
of the air upon the water.

11
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ritST COL-RSg in caHMtSTRT

moCi ^ "" °"'*'°° (^""tton) of it,

i^i'^j
*^Pl»in why it is correct to gneak „/ .kat^y. but ,.ite inaccurate to spL^^/L:

perform «>ineopeition^„TtwhU\;;„°?^^ °**''^ *«
nwnute particle (moleculwi i„ „!1^ S?

""^ *» ** »*
motion of the moleir«rwSch^.™.u"P*^ "'^*»°»- The
must be a hackwapd^d /ni^"^ "'^ seimtioii of heat.
while the ^^^.^^^^^'2.'}^'}^:i f'^^^^•nd even after their wT^ fo/SL ?u^""? ^^^ **»« ^^7.
another body, within ^^ u^^l '^^" ^""^ ^^ ^
motion, oftei'for a re^lZ tSe ISL':??^ '^,*^°"«*^ »
to oonununicate heat is e^d«X k? "H^'y °' » fl*me
the flame are vib^tin^g ^itT^^^^^.^ ^« ->^«le- m

m



CHAPTER III

Chemical Union and Chemical Sepabation

The Atomic Theory

Experiment l. Heat slowly, with as littk .^moke
as poMible, in a test tube closed with the ' iiiiub, a
little dry wood, until a clear liquid becomes visible
in smaU drops in the cooler pai-t of the tube. Take
out some of this liquid on a glass stirring rod, and
by Its obvious properties detemine what it is.

Experiment a. Raise the thumb, and heat the t»st
tube again Taste the dark Uquid which appears,
and smeU the vapours which escape from the open
tube. Continue to heat the tube until the residue
18 dry. Knock out part of the black solid which
rMnams, fasten it in a wire catch or holder, and
try whether it will bum in the flame.

ferment 3. When the test tube has cooled,
flil It with water and note whether the black soUd
dissolves in the water as sugar would.

(a) Show by the above expeiiments what twocommon substances dry wood contains, and slate
the properties by which you identified the two.

If
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ohaptw:
-^ ''e «»11 try to explain in a future

w.tw^^J^"«f-»>•«' cW.i. nor the

h\t n, „»k ? *^* °"' °' *e "ood could be menW^or othennse perceived befo« we hea^Te

a w^thl^i?
**° ™b8tances are united in such

ita pr^rttes ft™ ''eu^^7j"^,'«««-t m
stances are said to »» ,ii.- ,^ ** **» '^'>-

ehemicallTSi: wtd7°
"'''^'^^^''^ <-«

^ran/otT^^-ittx^'^^i^^rs'^
to.t^ij^thechar^.Hit.^'tr,t:

septate ch.4,S1^t^ *J^.
'" ,"" ,''««'»?* ^

you did wood byZ samT^ °*xf'^'*"<^ »«

perceptible eff^t
°"*"^ ^»*» t""* <»Jy



OHEMIOAL UXIOy ASD OHEMWAL SMPAHATIOy 13

Dep. Neither by this nor auy other means have
chemists been able to break up charcoal (carbon)
into two different substances. For this reason
carbon is called a simple substance, or ckemicai
element, while wood is called a compound sttbstance
or chemical compound,

*

(e) Arsfue that the smallest particles of wood
(the molecules), although each of them is a Uttle
piece of wood, are not made up of wood, but of
carbon and water.

(/) Point out then that there must be smallor
particles than molecules.

Def. The smaUest particle (a unit mass) of a
smaple substance which may enter into chemical
union with other particles to make up a molecule,
is caUed an atom. The force which binds atoms
together to form a molecule is called chemical
affinity.

«* Since carbon is a simple substance, it is plain that amolecule of carbon is entirely composed c? atoms^ of cadbonIt also appears that the smaUest particle of wood is Winatom but a molecule, for the mole^le of wood consil^ ofatoms of wood, but is made up of carbon and water. T^ughcarbon is a simple substance, we may dnd that water is acompound substance.

nilL^^ '"^T* ^f * *^® ^^ **«"« ^^^ the smallest

aSm« r?^ '1m,
P*^ ^* " "«^ *«««^«^. howevSr. that

:^^n ^.:^Z'Z.T ^"^'^ - -ke - <^ the
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CHxVPTER ly

Peepabation op Oxygen and op Cabbonic Acid Ga

lime-water for this and following lessons should be pn
pared in advance. Put two or three inches of fresh watei
slacked lime into a tall bottle (or jar), and fill the bottle a
with water. A Uttle of the water-slacked lime will dissolve
The clear solution is caUed lime-water. The supply may b
maintained by addmg fresh water to the water-slacked Urn
which remains at the bott .m. Keep the bottle corked.

Before beginning these experiments prepare a piece of sof
charcoal for* experiment 3 by twisting the end of a brass wir.
around it so closely that the charcoal cannot fall out, even i
it should become considerably smaller. The charcoal may b
obtamed by charring a piece of wood. Wide-mouth pre
scnption bottles, 4 oz. to 8 oz. size, and one-half pint mill
bottles, will suit well for collecting gases. An ordinan
enamelled metal basin three or four inches deep may be usee
for a pneumatic trough.

Experiment 1. (a) Put half a teaspoonful ol

chlorate of potash, and about one-fifth that bulk
of black oxide of manganese into a test tube, and
mix them by shaking the tube. Then insert a cork
with a delivery tube, suitably bent.

(b) Invert two bottles of water (one larger than
the other) in a basin containing water at least two
inches deep.

(c) Heat the mixture in the test tube till a glowing
test stick (splinter of wood or wooden toothpick)
will take fire when held at the mouth of the delivery

16
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OXTOEX AND OAUBONIC ACID OA8 17

tube, and then fill by downward displmiement of
water the two invei-ted bottles with the gas which
is set free.

Experiment 2. Cover, under water, the mouth of
the smaller bottle with a slip of glass; turn this
bottle mouth up, quickly shake a little clear Ume-
water through the gas, and note the effect.

t ^K^Ci?
«*P«"™enti*»« ^ith a gas, never leave the mouth

of the bottle or other container uncovered for more than an
instant lest the gas escape or mix with the air.

Experiment 3. Cover the mouth of the larger
bottle and turn it up. Heat a piece of soft charcoalm the flame tiU part of it is glowing without a flame,
and then plunge, held by the wire, the charcoal half
way down or more into the bottle. Nbte whether
the charcoal gets hotter or colder. When it has
nearly ceased to glow, take the charcoal out, quickly
cover the mouth of the bottle with a wet slip of
glass, shake a little cleai- lime-water through the
bottle, and note the result. Also note the effect on
the size and appearance of the charcoal.

(a) The gas which was set free in experiment 1
IS caUed oxygen. TeU why oxygen is regarded as a
simple substance or chemical element.

{h) Show that part of the charcoal disappeared in
the bottle, and what became of it.

(c) Argue out the composition of the new gas
which you found in the bottle after the charcoal
was burned there, and name it carbonic acid gas.
Tell how to distinguish this gas from oxygen.

2



18 FIRST COURSE IN CHEMISTRY

(d) Explain why the carbon got so mndh hoti

when it was put into the bottle of cool oxyg<
Point out how the heat was produced and why
is called heat of chemical anion.

(c) Account for the grayish powder which a
peared on the charcoal where it had been bumir
That part of the charcoal disappeared (burned awa
in the bottle of oxygen may be shown by balanci]
the charcoal and wire on a scale, before the bumiB
and again afterward. The charcoal which disa
peared in the bottle, if it were still free, could 1

seen th^re in the solid state as soon as the boti
cooled. We must conclude that the lost carb<
disappeared by uniting chemically with the oxyg«
in the bottle; the new gas (carbonic acid gas) whi<
turned the lime-water milky must be a compom
substance composed of carbon and oxygen.

*» This gas is a good illustration of the fact that wh(
two substances unite chemically they form a new substan
quite diflferent from either of the two which united. Tl
result of chemical union is quite surprising, for one wou
naturally expect that the new substance would bear i

evident resemblance to one or both of the two from whi<
it is formed.

In accounting for the intense heat which lasted as long i

the chemical union was going on. we must picture out tl

atoms of carbon and atoms of ox;,^ren rushing together i

form molecules of the new gas. It is plain that when tl

atoms come together, the new molecules thus formed teV*-
-

the motion lost by the atoms which formed them, and
quently the molecules of carbonic acid grs vibrate .cy rapid]
when first formed, and striking against the outside of tl

piece of charcoal cause the charcoal molecules to vibral
rapidly also, ;ind so the piece of charcoal becomes so hot thi
it glows far more brightly.



CHAPTER V

The Pbeparation and Properties of Hydbooen

Experiment 1. Cover about an inch of commer-
cial granulated zinc or zinc cuttings in a test tube
wirh water, and note the result. (Zinc is a simple
substance ^

Experiment 2. Empty the water oflf the zinc, and
cover the zinc with dilute hydrochloric acid. Test,
with a glowing and with a blazing test stick, the
gas which issues from the test tube. (If the gas is
not set free quickly enough, the action may be
hastened by adding a little powdered blue vitriol)

(o) Tell how to distinguish this gas from oxygen,
and why it is called a chemical element. Its name
is hydxogtn.

'h) Show which of the three substances in the
test tube the hydrogen came out of.

Experiment 3. Empty the liquid off the zinc into
a tumbler or sink ; cover the zinc with dilute acid
again, quickly insert a delivery tube, collect by die-
placement of air a small bottleful of hydrogen by
holding the mouth of the deliveiy tube in the mouth
of the inverted bottle, and set fire to the hydrogen
you thus catch in tho wide-mouth bottle.

Experiment 4. Pour the liquid off the zinc,

19



20 FIRST COURSE IN CHEMISTRY

cover the zinc with acid, insert the delivery tube, s(

fire to the gas as it issues from the delivery tube, an
hold a clean, cool tumbler inverted above the flam<
so that the flame is close helow the mouth of th
tumbler. Identify by touch and taste the Uquii

which collects on the mside of the tumbler. Thei
try whether you can collect any hydrogen by holding
a small bottle inverted over the hydrogen flame.

(c) Explain as far as you can the results of th
last experiment.

(d) Why could you not see at first the Uquic
which ypu collected m the tumbler above th
hydi'ogen flame f

Experiment 5. Collect over water in a basin oi

pneumatic trough a wide-mouth 6 oz. bottle full ol

hydrogen. Raise by one hand the bottle of hydro-
gen, mouth down, up into the air, and with the
"^her hand plunge a burning taper or candle uj
uto the bottle of hydrogen. Lower the candk
steadily until it is out of the bottle, and then push
it up again several times, to find how often you
can extinguish and relight the flame.

(c) Show why the flame was rekindled when the
candle was descending out of the bottle, and why
it was extinguished when pushed up into the
bottle. What properties of hydrogen were illus-

trated by these experiments !

^^*^^ Rinse the zinc remaining in the test tube bv shaking
water through the tube. Pour oflFthe water, and 'leave the
remauuug zinc in the tube to be used later in the preparation
of hydrogen.



CHAPTER Vr

Burning Oxygen in Hydbogen. Composition op
Water

Experiment 1. Collect over water in a basin or
pneumatic trough, a wide-mouth bottle (about 8 oz.
or h pt.) full of hydrogen, and let the bottle i-emain
with its mouth in water so that the hydrogen
cannot escape.

Experiment 2. Mix in a test tube half an inch
(depth) of chlorate of potash and a little black oxide
of manganese. Insert a bent delivery tube into the
mouth of the test tube, and heat the mixture until
the oxygen set free by the heat wiU set ablaze a
test stick with a glowing (red-hot) tip held at the
mouth of the delivery tube. Try whether the
blazing stick will set the oxygen afire, that is,

whether the oxygen bums at the mouth of the
tube after the burning stick is removed.

Experiment 3. Hold the test tube so that the
mouth of the delivery tube will be turned nearly
vertically upward. Keep the bottom of the test
tube in the flame of the lamp or burner all the
While, so that the oxygen will cmtimie toflow steadily
from the mouth oftlie delivery tube. Raise the bottle

21
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of hydi'ogen up, with its mouth still downwar
Set fire to the hydrogen with the flame of a Ian
or a match held at the mouth of the bottl

and then. lower the bottle down over the op<

end of the delivery tube until the delivery tul

reaches half way to the bottom of the bottl

The escaping oxygen should take fire as tl

delivery tube enters the bottle, and bum bright
in the hydrogen. As soon as the burning cease

remove the delivery tube from the bottle, and i

once cover the bottle's mouth with the hand <

a slip of glass.

Experiment 4. Promptly test the contents <

the bottle with a glowing and with a blazing tei

stick, to find whether the bottle yet contains tl

hydrogen or the oxygen which were passed inl

it^ and identify by touch and taste the liquid whic
dampens the inside of the bottle.

(o) Account for the disappearance of the hydw
gen in the bottle while the oxygen waa bumin
in it.

(h) How do you explain the fact that the onl
substance we can collect rising from a hydroge
flame is water, and why this is the mlp substanc
which makes it« appearance when oxygen bums i

hydrogen ?

(c) Show, then, as conclusively as you can, thi
water is a compound substance, and what it

elements are.

I i:
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(d) How is it that water is produced when
hydrogen bums in the atr, as well as when oxygen
bums in hydrogen t See Chap. V, Expt. 4.

(e) Why would the oxygen not bum in the air,

as it issued from the delivery tube T

(/) Show whether the heat of the hydrogen
flame is heat of chemical union.
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CHAPTER VII

Some Instbuctive Experiments

Experiment 1. Make iu a test tube a inixti

about thi-ee-quai'ters of au inch deep of chlorate

potash aud l)lack oxide of manganese, in the sa
pi-opoiiion as in other experiments, and balance \

whole (test tube and mixture) on a scale. Sn
may be used in making the balance exact.

Experiment 2. Heat the mixture, collect the os
gen set fi-ee, over water, ui bottles, and use t]

oxygen for experiments which suggest themseh
as suitable for illustrating the properties of oxyg<
When the oxygen begins to flow slowly and wi
difficulty from the heated mixture, remove t

dehveiy tube in order that the pressm-e of an- up
the water may not force it back into the hot t<

tube, and heat the mixture until a glowing test sti

will not bui-st into flame when held m the mou
of the test tube.

Experiment 3. Place the test tube aud its co
tents on the scale again ; find whether there h
been a gain or loss in weight, and how much.

(a) Account for the difference in weight, and poi
out what this diffei-ence is appai-ently the weight c

24
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Experiment 4. Add a pinch of black oxide of
manganese to the contents of the test tube. Apply
heat again, and find by a test stick whether oxygen
is set free. Then add a little chlorate of p<3*ta8h,

heat, and test again.

{h) Interpret the result.**.

Experiment 5. Collect over water two small
wide-mouth bottles full of hydrogen. Raise one
of them up, mouth down, and after waiting a
minute, set fire to the gas in it with the flame of a
match or test stick. Ldft the other bottle, tarn it

mouth up, and after waiting as before, tiy to set
fire to its contents in the same way. Collect the
same two bottles full of oxygen, and try similar
experiments with it, using a glowing test stick
instead of a flame.

(c) Interpret the results, and point out why black
oxide of manganese is used iu preparing oxygen.

Experiment 6. Add enough (i inch deep) chlorate
of potash to the contents of the test tube used in
experiments 1 to 4, and collect over water, in a
thick bottle of about 6 oz. capacity (a soda water
bottle for example) one-third of the bottle full of
oxygen. Then fill the remaining two-thii'ds of the
bottle with hydrogen.

Experiment 7. In two or three minutes wrap
the bottle, except at the mou*'., with u damp towel,
for safety, cover the mouth of the bottle under water
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with the hand or a Hlip of glans, raise the bottle o\

of the water, uncover its month and ignite th

mixture with a flame held in the mouth of th

bottle, holding the bottle mouth down all the Hm

Experiment s. Repeat experiment 7, using

different proportion of the two gases (say on

volume of hydi'ogen to two of oxygen), and observ

whether you get a louder or weaker explosion.

{d) Point out what became of the hydrogen an

oxygen which took part in the explosion. Explai

the cause of the ex^ losion, and why you got

louder noise in one case than in the other.

^*i^ In expUining the explosions in experiments 7 and i

it is necessary to point out that we begin with a mixture <

hydrogen and oxygen (which is not water), and that whe
the fliune is implied the two gases unite chemically to fori

water. The intense heat produced by the sudden chemici

onion would expand the water (steam) formed by this unio

instantaneously, «nd thus cause a violent outrush of steai

from the bottle, followed by a sudden inrush of air. Tb
sound waves thus produced in the air impress the ear as a

explosion.

The last two experiments indicate that the hydrogen an

oxygen unite to form water in the proportion of two volume

of hydrogen to one volume of oxygen, for it was this propoi

tion that gave the greater heat—benoe the greater expansio

—hence t£e louder report



CHAI»TEH Vril

Chemical Hymbolk and Pormttlah

The chemical sign for an atom is called a symbol,
thus C, O, H, CI, Zii, K, Mil, Fe are symbols for
the elements carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, chloriTie,

zinc, potassium, manganese, and iron respectively.
It will be noticed that the symbol for an atom is

either a single capital letter, or consists of a capital
and a small letter. The symbol for potassium (K)
is the first letter of the word kalium, another name
ior potassium. The symljol for ii'on (Fe) is taken
from the word fen-um, the Latin name for iron.

Strictly the symbol denotes a single atom, or unit
mass of the element, but it is quite customary to
use symbols as abbreviations of the names of the
elements. Chemical symbols should not be marked,
as other abbreviations are, by placing a period
after each. The chemical sign for a molecule is

called a formula. The foi-mula for an element has
only one symbol in it, the number of atoms in the
molecule being indicated by a small figure placed
to the right of the symbol, and a little lower; thus
Ha and O2 are formulas for hydrogen and oxygen.
Chemists having found that these elements, as well
as many of the others, have two atoms in each

27



28 FIRST COURStJ I.V CHEMISTRY

molecule. The foi-mula for a compound substac
has a symbol for each of the different ktmis
atoms in the molecule.

The number of atoms of each kind is shown 1

figures
;
thus the formula for carbonic acid gas

CO2. This formula records the fact that chemic
analysis has shown that each molecule of this g
is made up of one atom of carbon and two atoti
of oxygen. We have been able to show, by simp
expeiiments (see Chapter IV), that carbonic ac
gas consists of carbon and oxygen chemical
united, t^at is, that each molecule of the gas coi
sists of one or more atoms of carbon and <

oxygen. To prove the number of atoms of eac
element m a molecule is quite beyond our pi-esei
powers, and so we shall Lave to accept the quant
tative part of the formula in this and all oth(
cases, on the tuthority of the expert chemists wh
have worked it out; but we shall always try t

determine the qualitative part, the kinds of atoms i

the molecule, by our own experiments.

1!::!



CHAPTER IX

Valence, Eqiations, and Chemical Names

We found chat water consists of hydrogen and
oxygen. Its formula (H2O) means that two atoms
of hydrogen unite with one of oxygen to form tht;

smallest particle, the molecule, of water. One
atom of oxygen is capable of uniting with two of
hydrogen to foi-m a molecule of water, while ii

CO. it takes two oxygen atoms to bind one atom of
carbon into a molecule of carbonic acid gas. It
has been found that the atoms of different elements
often differ as to the number of other atoms of any
particular element they are capable of uniting with
when they are being grouped into molecules. This
property of atoms is called valence or quantivalence.
Hydrogen is taken as the standard of valence;

its valence is said to be one. As the oxygen atom
is capable of uniting with two hydrogen atoms to
foi-m a complete molecule of water, the valence of
oxygen is said to be two. Since the carbon atom can
unite with (saturate) two atoms of oxygen, and
each atom of oxygen can saturate two atoms of
hydrogen (as in H2O), the valence of carbon is four,
for the two atoms of oxygen which miite with the
oii'bon atom in CO., are equivalent, in regard to
^ uience, to foui- atoms of hydrogen. Thus thei-e is

29



30 FIRST COURSE IX CHEMISTRY

a molecule OH4 (marsh gas), but no suhstat

whose formula is CHg or CHs.

Chemical Equations. Any change in whi
chemical union or chemical separation takes pla

is called a chemical change or reaction.

When carbon brnns in oxygen, as we have se<

chemical union takes place, and a gas whose formi
is CO2 is produced. Assuming the quantitati

con-ectness of this foimula, this reaction may
expressed by a chemical eqnathn, thus :

—

Carbon + oxygen = Carbon dioxide (carbonic acid gas).

C ' + 20 = CO^.

Of coui-se the action expressed by this equati

takes place once for each molecule of COg forme

In burning even a small piece of carbon, it wor
happen millions of times. To express the reacti<

which takes place when hydrogen is burning, ^

use the equation :

—

Hydrogen + Oxygen = Hydric oxide (water).

2H + O = HjO.

Chemical Names. The chemical name of

simple substance (element) is always a single woi

There are nearly 80 chemical elements known. T
chemical name of a compound substance is usuaJ

made up of two words. As a rule, the first wo
denotes one of its elements, and the second wo
the other element or elements. Prefixes are us

to denote the number of atoms in a molecule of t

compound. Thus, t^ ? chemical name of carboi
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a<;id gas (CO2) is carbon dioxide. Here, the syllable

ox denoies oxygen, and the prefix di implies that
there are only two oxygen atoms in the molecule.

The ending ide signifies that there are two kinds of
atoms in this compound. Similarly, the chemical
name for water is hydric oxide or hydrogen
monoxide.

In the name potassium chlorate (KClOj) for

chlorate of potash, the syllable chlor denotes the
element chhrinej and the ending ate implies that
there are three elements in the compound. Since
oxygen is usually present in compounds which
contain three elements, the ending afe, as a rule,

indicates the element oxygen as the third element
in the compound.
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CHAPTER X

The Gases of the Ajr

(a) What element of wood will burn, and wha
constituent of wood will not bum ?

Experiment 1. Shake a little clear lime-watei
through a bottle of air.

Set fire to one end of a long splinter of drj
hardwood, and hold it in the bottle to bum clos«

above the lime-water for half a minute, with a;

little smoke as possible. Then cover the mouth o
the bottle quickly with a wet slip of glass, anc
shake the lime-water up and down through th<

gas in the bottle. K a decided change does no
appear in the lime-water, repeat the burning anc
shaking.

ih) Describe the visible results, and account fo:

them.

(c) Show how the new gas must have beer
formed.

{d) Argue from this experiment to show that th<

air contains oxygen.

(e) Show also that the an- {'ontains some othei

gas different from oxygen.
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THE OASES OF THE AIR 33

(/) The other gas mixed with oxygen in the air
is mainly, but not entirely, nitrogen.

(g) Point out, then, some of the properties of
nitrogen.

(*) Tell why nitrogen is called a simple sub-
stance.

(t) Explain why the buniing carbon did not unite
chemically with the nitrogen of the air, raluer than
with the oxygen.

Experiment ^. Put about an inch of clear lime-
water into a wide-mouth bottle, cover the mouth of
the bottle with a slip of glass, invert the bottle in a
saucer-like dish, containing Ihne-water to the depth
of an inch or neai- it, remove the glass slip and
leave the bottle undisturbed for two or three days.
Notice whether the same change takes place at the
surface of the lime-water inside the bottle as at
the surface of the lime-water around the bottle in
the dish.

Experiment S. Ignite one end of a diy splinter
of hardwood, and hold a deep, wide-mouth bottle
mouth down close above the flame, for about a
minute, to catch the carbon dioxide as it rises from
the flame. Promptly set the bottle with its mouth
m a dish containing lime-water, as in experiment 2.
The heated gas should contract, and the pressure
of the air on the surface of the lime-water force
some of it up into the bottle. If no lime-water
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rises into the bottle, repeat the operation mc
carefully. Leave the apparatus undisturbed, ai

note the change at the surface of the lime-water

the bottle and around it. This experiment shou

go on simultaneouLiy with experiment 2.

(k) Explain the results of expeiiments 2 and
and argue from them that the aii* contains soi

carbon dioxide.

Experiment 4. Fill a glass jar with water, ai

another with ice and water or a mixture of snow
(

powdered ice) and salt, and in a little while rub t

outside 6i the jar with the hand.

(0 Show from this experiment that the air co
tains water in the state of an invisible gas (steau

(w) Give reasons for thinking that the four gas
we have found in the air are or are not chemical

united.

(w) Show whether the air contains free hydrog(

to any perceptible amount.

^^*^^ Experiment 1 evidently does not show that the i

contains no carbon dioxide, but only that there is not enou
of that gas in a bottle of air to turn the lime-water whi
The gases of the air act independently of each other, as

they were free. When carbon burns in air, we find that
unites with the oxygen there to form carbon dioxide, just

it would do in pure oxygen, only more slowly. The nitrog
of the air displays its own properties by hindering the bui
ing of the carbon, and by not uniting with the carbon. T
carbon dioxide of the air acts upon the lime-water just as t
free gas does. The invisible water vapour in the air is co
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densed into a ! quid by cold in the ..ame manner as unmixed
steam would be.

The air contains nearly four times as much nitroeen as
oxygen, by weight. The other constituents of the air, of
which there are a number, form a very small part of it: but
some of them, as carbon dioxide and water vapour, are very
impoi-tant. In 1894, an elementary gas called argon was dis-
covered m the air. It is similar in its properties to nitrogen,
but 18 stiU less active chemicaUy. It forms about 17 of the
air. Ozone (Og), a very energetic form ot oxygen, occurs in
the air in very small proportion. It may be formed from the
ordinary oxygen by electrical discharges.



CHAPTER XI

More About the Gases of the Air

Experiment J. Hold a coolj dry tumbler or wide-

mouth bottle, mouth down, above a small alcoho

flame (flame of a spiiit lamp), and identify by toucl:

and taste the liquid which soon collects on the glasi

inside the tumbler or bottle.

ii '.

Experiment ;i. Again hold the tumbler or th<

bottle mouth down, as before, above the flame, noi

very close, lest you make the glass too hot, anc

cover its mouth tightly with a wet slip of glass oi

with the palm of the hand. Turn it mouth up
empty a little lime-water into it, at once cover ife

mouth again, and shake the lime-water up anc

down. If no decided change appears in the lime-

water, repeat the experiment.

(a) Show from these two experiments what tw(

invisible substances rise out of the alcohol flame

into the air. Give their common and chemica

names. Why did one of these substances condense

on the glass and the other not I Why did you no'

collect any alcohol above the alcohol flame in eithei

experiment T

36
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(b) Give proofs that chemical union was taking
place in the flame, and point out what element or
elements of the alcohol and of the air were taking
part in the chemical union.

Experiment 3. Twist the end of a wire about a
small pellet of sponge or cotton, bend the wii-e into
the shape of a capital U with a handle, soak the
cotton in ordinaiy alcohol or methylated spiiits.
Hold the bent wire with the base of the U on the
bottom of a dish containing two oi- three inches of
lime-water. Ignite ' - alcohol in the sponge or
cotton, and lower a wide-mouth bottle, mouth
down, over the flame, until the mouth of the bottle
enters the lima-water and rests upon the bottom of
the dish. Draw the wire and cotton out of the
bottle, without raising the mouth of the bottle
above the Hme-water. Cover the bottle's mouth
tightly (with the hand or otherwise). Turn it

mouth up, and slowly shake the hme-water which
rose into the bottle up and down, holding the cover
close upon the mouth of the bottle. Plunge a blaz-
ing test stick into the gas in the bottle as you move
the cover aside.

If you perfonii this experiment with cai-e and
judgment, the flame of the stick will be instantly
extinguished when it enters the gas in the bottle.

Experiment 4. Repeat experiment 3 with this
variation: instead of using the gas left in the
bottle (after shaking the lime-water through it) to
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extinguish a flame, turn the bottle mouth down io

a deep basiu of water, remove the glass slip, and

empty the ^as upward into a smaller wide-mouth
bottle (which the gas will fill), inverted, full ol

water, in the water in the basin. This may be done

by bringing the mouth of the larger bottle under

the mouth of the smaller, and tipping it so that the

gas will rise out of the larger bottle, and displace

the water in the upper bottle.

Then cover the mouth of the smaller bottle,

remove it from the basin, and shake a little lime-

water through it. The hme-water should remain

clear, or nearly so.

(c) Show what changes were made in the air of the

bottle by the alcohol flame, and by the lime-water.

(d) Show what gaseous element of the air (mixed,

h':>''>'^ver, with a small proportion of other gases)

reu.dined in the bottle after the lime-water had

been shaken through it.

«*« These experiments will make it plain to the student

that an alcohol flame, like the flame of burning wood, sends

into the surrounding air both carbon dioxide and water in

the gaseous form, and removes free oxygen from the air, while

the air apparently suffers no loss of nitrogen. If the lime-

water in experiment 4 absorbs all the carbon dioxide pro-

duced by the flame, the gas which remains will show no trace

of carbon dioxide when tested by the same method. The
amount of lime-water which rises into the bottle in experi-

ments 3 and 4 will depend on the quantity of air which is

forced out of the bottle (in bubbles) on account of the expan-

sion of the air there by the heat of the alcohol flame. These
experiments are intended to illustrate some of the distinctive

properties and inter-relations of the gases in the air.



CHAPTER XII

Oxidation, Combustion, and Respiration

(rt) What compound substance is produced by
burning carbon in the air ? by burning hydroireu
in the air ?

o
^ ©

Def. a compound substance consisting of oxy-
gen and one other element only is called an oxide.
VVhy aj-e carbonic acid gas and water classified as
oxides t What are their names as oxides t

Def. The chemical union of any substance with
oxygen is called oxidation. Mention two cases of
oxidation which occurred in your experiments.

Def. When a compound substance is deprived
of a part or the whole of the oxygen chemicaUy
united with its other element or elements, it is said
to undergo reduction or deoxidation. What case of
reduction occurred in Experiment 2, Chapter VII?
What substance was used to aid the heat in releas-
ing the oxygen—that is, in the reduction f

ib) Of what three elements does wood consist?
bhow whether wood is an oxide.

Experiment 1. Put an inch of alcohol into a test
tube, insert tightly a cork containing a straight

39
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glass delivery tube about 6 iu. loug, heat carefully

the alcohol in the tube, and hold a cool tumbler

mouth down, over the mouth of the deliveiy tube

Identify by touch and taste the liquid which col-

lects on the inside of the tumbler.

Experiment 2. Heat the alcohol in the test tub<

again, and instead of holding a tumbler over th(

escaping vapour, set fire to it as it issues from th(

deUvery tube, and try whether you can collect

alcohol in a tumbler inverted over the flame.

Note.—On uoooant of the inflammability of alcohol these tw<

experimentH had better be performed at the lecture table, befon
the olaas, by the teacher.

(c) Explain why you could not collect alcoho

above the alcohol flame, and show what liquid yoi

did coUect.

(df) What gas (or invisible vapour) fills th<

alcohol flame ! Show from expenment that a flam<

IS a gm.

(6) What two invisible substances rise into th<

air from the alcohol flame f If you have forgotten

coUect and t«st them as in Chapter XI.

(/) Explain why the substances which rise fron

alcohol flame are oxides, and point out how the]

were formed.

{g) Which should weigh more—the alcohol whici

was burned, or the two oxides which were producec

by burning it? Explain.
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Dep. When oxidation is so rapid and intense that
both heat and light are produced, the process is

called burning or combustion.

Mention several cases of combustion which you
have observed.

Experiment S. Grasp the back of your chair or
some object on the table, and account for the tem-
perature sensation at first perceived.

Experiment 4. Blow your breath, by means of a
tube, through a little clear lime-water in a tumbler,
till you get a decided result.

(A) Point out the connection between the tem-
perature of the body and the result of this expeti-

ment, and give proofs that the temperature of the
body is maintained by heat of chemical union
(oxidation).

(i) Mention a case in which oxidation produces
heat but no light.

«*« The temperature to which a aubatauue must be raised
in order to set it burning is called the kindling or ignition
point. Some bodies take fire at a much lower temperature
than others. The molecules of the substance to be burned
must be made to vibrate more or leas rapidly before the atoms
composing them will loosen their hold on each other and
unite with oxygen atoms from the oxygen molecules of the
surrounding air. When one end of a splinter of dry wood
has been raised to the ignition point by heat from an outside
source, the heat of chemical union produced by burning this
first part brings the wood close to it to the ignition point, and
so on, till the whole splinter has been burned, that is, till

the whole of its carbon has united with oxygen from the air.
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The {act that our food, both animal and vegetable, will
char when heated, shows that it contains charcoal (carbon).
The union of the carb<m derived from our food with the
oxygen that we inhale with the air takes place in all parts of
the body, and it is mainly the heat thus produced which
maint-ains the body at a nearly even temperature (98.4' F.^
even when the temperature of the air about us is below the
freezing point.

Stoves and fumaoea are contrivances for p^xidudng heat by
the chemical union <rf carbon and oxygen—^the carbon being
supplied by the wood and coal, the oxygen by the air which
eaters by the draft

ji "\ sr
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CHAPTER XIII

The Burning and the Destructive Distillation

OP Wood

Experiment 1. Burn a splinter of dry hardwood
held obliquely just bebw the mouth of a cool

tumbler inverted above the flame, and identify by
touch and taste the liquid which collects on the
inside of the tumbler.

Again hold the same tumbler, mouth down, over
the flame of a bui-ning splinter, cover the mouth of
the tumbler with a damp slip of glass or with your
hand, tuni it mouth up, pour in a little clear lime-

water, and shake it through the tumbler. A 6 oz.

wide-mouth bottle may be used instead of a
tumbler.

(a) Show from the preceding experiment what
two substances rise invisibly out of the flame of

bmiiing wood, and account for the fact.

(6) Show why neither of the two substances pro-

duced by burning wood will themselves bum.
Explain how water and carbon dioxide extinguish

fire when used for that puipose.

Experiment 2. Tiy whether a splinter of wood
will bum as well in a narrow test tube as in a
tumbler or wide-mouth bottle. Explain.

43
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Experiment 3. Fill a test tube (5 in. x i in., or
6 in. X f in.) to within 1 or 2 inches of its mouth
with cotton wool packed in rather tightly, or (better)

with dry sawdust. The cotton wool is quite pure
wood or cellulose ; "the sawdust is more impure, but
the impurities mostly contain the same elements
as wood. . Hold the test tube by means of a wire
twisted around it near its mouth (leave a few inches

of wire extending out for a handle) and heat the
test tube in the flame of a gas burner or spirit lamp.
Put a piece of blue litmus paper just inside the
mouth of the tube, and leave it there till the paper
changes colour. Soon after the cotton or sawdust
begins to char, you will be able to set fire to the

gases escaping from the test tube. To ignite the

gas hold a burning match or splinter close above
the upper edge of the mouth of the teist tube; for

the heated gases rise stm^t up into the air.

Note the change in the colour and brightness of

the flame at different stages of the process. Keep
on heating the test tube as long as the scaping gas

will bum at its mouth. Before the flame dies out,

find as you did iu experiment 1 what two invisible

gases rise out of it.

«
* * When wood is thus decomposed by heat, in ths ah»enet>.

q/* air, the process is called dry or destructive distillation.

The air in the test tube was soon driven out by the gases

escaping from the wood. We can see that tiie wood, although

it consists only of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, breaks up
into a number of different substances besides carbon and
water. The substance which turned the blue litoius red is

called an acid. The combustible gas was really a mixture of
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wioas gsMs, one of which may be hydrogen, the flame of
which, as yoa know, gives but littlg light The gas which
banis with a blue flame is called carbon monoxide (CO), and
there are other combustible gases, for instance, mamh gas
(OH^) and acetylene gas (C^,), produced from wood in
varying amounts.
Wood alcohol, charcoal, and acetic acid (the acid which

makes vin^;ar sour), are the chief chemical products obtained
by the dry distillation of hardwoods on a large scale. Here
yon may try whether vinegar will act on blue litmus as did
the watery liquid you got by distilling the wood. Vinegar
ooDsists essentially of acetic acid, diluted with water, and
thou^ it is often obtained by the feruiontation of alcohol,
can be made by diluting acetic acid produced by the destruc-
tive distillation of wood.

It is evident that not only the 0(»nbu8tible gases, but the
wood alcohol, acetic acid, and other substances into which
wood breaks up must consist of one, of two, or of all the three
ekments in wood (C, H, and O), and no others.

Ibe reason that some ci the gases given off will bum, must
be tiiat they contain no oxygen, or not enough to saturate
than. When they were burning at the i.^Duth of the test
tube they were saturating themselves with oxygen from the
air. One or more of these gases must contain carbon, else
the flame we got by burning them would not have given off
earboo dioxidb. llie gases given off by the flame (00, and
H|0) will not bum because they are oxides in which the oar-
boa and hydrogen are saturated with oxygen. Ckrbcm man-
oxide will bum because the carbon in it is not saturated with
oxygen, but is capable of uniting with as much more oxygen
irom the air as it brought with it from the wood. This it

does when it bums, and is thus converted into carbon
dioxide.

We can now see that it is better to say that pure wood con-
sists <rf carbon and the elemenU of water than to say that
wood consists of carbon and vxUer. When wood is decomposed
by heat, the atoms (C, H, and O) group themselves in
diflerent ways and numbers forming molecules of the various
snfartancee produced in the distillation of wood. Ilie charred
masB which remains after destructive distillaticm, although
Iaf]ge, does not contain all the charcoal which was in the
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wood, for part of it wm Uken to form the liquid and gawotu
rabstsnoes whiqh were formed in the process of distillation.

In the destructive distillation of wood, there isnoUung
taken from the air ; the products are many, but they are all

formed from the elements of the wood. Some td them are
therefore deficient in oxygen, and are combustible.
When wood is burned, oxygen is taken from the air, and

there are only two final products (CO, and H.O) which are
both saturated with oxygen and are t1 <^refore incombustible.
The ash which remains after the ccmiplete combustion of the
wood was not a chemical part of the wood, but an impurity.
The particles of ash were not tn the molecules of wood but
hehoMn them.
We do not, we cannot, bum wood itself directly. The great

flames which we see when a forest or a wooden house is on
fire, must be due to the burning of the combustible gases
driven out of the^ wood by the heat. Indeed, we may expect
that any solid or liquid substance which bums with a flame
will yield a combustible gas when heated in the absence of air.
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CHAPTER XrV

Metals and Aoms

Experiment 1. Find whether zinc, iron, charcoal,

and oxygen are good conductors of electricity and
good conductors of heat Also note the coloui* and
lustre of each.

(a) Record results.

Def. a simple substance (or chemical element)
which is a good conductor of heat, a good conductor
of electricity, and which shows on an untarnished
surface a metallic lustre, is called a metal, or
metallic element.

Def. a simpU substance which does not possess
all three of these properties, is called a non-metal, or
non-metallic element.

(6) Classify the four elements mentioned above
as metals or non-metals, giving your reasons.

(c) Show whether wood and water are metals
or non-metals, or whether they belong to neither
class.

Experiment 2. Place in a glass dish about a
tablespoonful of water. Take, on a stirring rod,
a drop or two of hydrochloric acid from the

47
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bottle, and stir the acid in with the water. Obaerve
whether any gas is set free when the water mixes
with the acid. Taste the solution, and note its

effect on blue and red litmus paper.

Experiment 3. Try a like experiment with sul-

phuric acid, using as before only a drop or two of

the acid in a tablespoonful of water (do not

swallow any of either solution in finding the taste).

((/) Record the results of experiments 2 and 3.

Experiment 4. Cover an inch of zinc in a test

tube with water, and note the effect. Then pour
the water off, and cover the zinc with dilute hydro-

chloric acid from the bottle. Test, with a glowing
and with a blazing test stick, the gas thus set free.

Collect some of the gas in an inverted tumbler, and
set it on fire.

If :

Experiment 5. Saturate with water about a tea-

spooni'ul of iron filings in a 2 oz. bottle or small

tumbler, then add a teaspoonful (by estimate, not

in a spoon) of dilute sulphuric acid; cover the

mouth of the bottle or tumbler with a wet slip of

glass. In a little while try to set fire to the gas

in the tumbler, with a blazing test stick.

(e) Show what gas was set free in each case, and
what it came out of.

(/) Point out what chemical property both of the

metals displayed in the last two experiments.
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{3) Point out what element entei-s into the com-
position of both acids, and whether there is any-
thing else in the acids.

Def. That part of each acid which is united wth
hydrogen to form a molecule of the acid is called
an acid radical.

»# If the water h«d aet a gu free from either acid, or if

the acid had aet free either of the gaiiea of the water, the free
gas would have risen in bubbles through the water, as it did
wlien the metal and acid were both present We should
remember, however, that if a gas is set free in water by a
ehemioal change it will continue to rise until the reactdon is
over ; if the bubbles cease to rise very soon, we may suspect
some cause other than a chemical change.

It is evident that neither of the acids consists of hydrogen
alone, for the acid is quite different in its properties from
hydrogen. So each acid must contain some other element or
elements which the student has not yet discovered tor him-
self. This as yet undiscovered part of the acki is the ueid
radieal.
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Akalybih of Htdboghlobic Acid

Experiment 1. Over about au inch (depth) of

zinc in a test tube with water. Pour off the water,

and cover the zinc with dilute hydi-ochloric (muria-
tic) acid. Try whether the gas thus set free can be
set on fire by a glowing test stick—by a blazing

test stick.

(a) Show what this gas probably is.

(5) Show which substance the gas came out of

—

the zinc, the water, or the acid.

Experiment 2. Add to one -third of an inch

(depth) of black oxide of manganese (manganese
dioxide) in a test tube, about half an inch of dilute

hydrochloric acid. By means of a bent wire, sus-

pend together a small piece of red litmus paper, of

blue litmus paper, and of coloured cotton, all slightly

dampened with water, inside the mouth of the test

tube. As soon as the dilute acid, aided by stirring,

if necessary, has saturated the black oxide, slightly

warm the mixture iu the test tube and cautiously

smell the gas set free. This in a poisonous gas.

Experiment 3. Continue to heat the tube very

slowly. Note the colour, as seen through the glass

90
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tube, of the g;iiH which Alls the large bubbleH which
rise slowly. As soon as u deciiled effect iH observed
in the paper and cloth, i-emove them. Cork the
test tube Imsely and set it in a stand. Open the
windows for a few minutes.

(r) Wliat distinctive properties of this gas did
you observe f

(rf) How can you distinguish this gas (chlorine)

fi*om oxygen? from nitrogen t from hydrogen

t

from carbonic acid gas (carbon dioxide) ?

(r) Tell why chlorine is rngai-ded as a chemical
element.

(/) Show what substance this element came out
of, and what it was chemically united with before
it was set free.

{g) Argue out from these experiments the ele-

mentary composition of hydrochloric acid, and give
its chemical name.

Experiment 4. Hold by a wire catch a small
piece ot blue litmus paper in the mouth of the
bottle of hydrochloric acid, without touching the
glass, till you obsei-ve a change of colour in the
paper ; also note the smell of the gas which escapes
from this bottle.

Try whether you can get the same results in the
mouth of a bottle of sulphuric acid. Also stand a
splinter of wood, for a minute, in strong sulphuric
acid.
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(A) Point out what changed the colour of th©.
litmus paper, and account for the diflfer it

results.

**ji, Experiment 4 iUiutrattis the fact that hydrochloric
acid 18 a ga» with an irritating odour. The liquid we buy as
hydrochloric acid is really a solution of the gas in water
The fonnuU for the acid gas is HCl, the valence of chlorine
being i, the same as the valence of hydrogen. Sulphuric
acid is a heavy, non-volatile Uquid which does not evaporate
frwn or with the water with which it is usually diluted, as
hydrochloric acid does. Sulphuric acid is very corrosive and
poisonous. Great care should be exercised in experimenting
with it. When strong it would cause deep and permanent
scars <m the face or hjuufe.

As an example of reasoning from experiment, we may take
the Argument asked for in the preceding exercise {g) : The
metal zinc being a simple substance, the hydrogen could not
have oome out of it. Since the zinc did not set hydrogen
free from the water (experiment 1), nor is hydrogen set frae
when the add is mixed with water, the mnc must have set
toe hydrogen free, not from the water, but from the add.
When the manganese dioxide was mixed with the dilute ackL
dilorine was set free. Now the bkck oxide consists, as its
name implies, of manganese and oxygen, and water of hydro-
gen and oxygen. Since neither of these substances contains
ohlorin^ the chlorine mtut have come out of tiw add. As we
have obtained both hydn^gen and chk)rine from the acid, and
have found no indication of any other elemmt in it, we may
oonolude, for the present at least, that hydrochloric add
ocmsists of hydrogen and chlcMine (mly, and that its chemical
name is hydrogen chloride, or hydric chloride.

Oral SxerdMs

Deduce the following equations from experiments
in thischapt^ir:

—

(1) Zn + 2HC1- ZnCl, + 2H. (Expt. 1).

(2) MnO, + 4Ha - MnCl,+ 2H,0 +2a (Expte. 2 and 3).
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In a^uing (deducing) that the reactions ex-

the stjident may assume the correctness of t^
lormulas as given.

Manganese being a metal, we may suppose thatU would take the place of the hydix>UT^ o

^^1"^f^ 1 '^" "^'^ ^^« ^«^ t^Vacid
radical (Q) to form manganese chloride (MnClASmc^ neither the oxygen of the manganese diojiJde
nor the hydrogen of tiie acid wer^ set free, we may^er that tiiey miited to form w....r (4H and O.:
2H.0), the rest of the chlorine (2C1) being ot free
which accounts for the chlorine which rose from'
the mixture.



CHAPTER XVI

Pbepasation of a Salt

(a) Beview. What two elements did you find in
hydrochloric acid f Give the properties by which
you can distinguish them from other elements.

.
^Experiment 1. Put an inch of granukted zinc

into a test tube, empty it out on a filter paper, and
balance it on the scales. Put the imc again into
the test tube, cover it with dilute hydrochloric acid,
and test the gas, as it issues from the test tube,
with a glowing and a bhuing test stick CoUect
some of the gas and bum it. ^

(6) Name the gas, and
about it before.

tell what you learned

Experiment 2. When the bubbling (effervescence)
has nearly ceased, pour the liquid off the zinc into
a tumbler, cover the zinc with acid again, and find
whether any chlorine is set free.

(c) Give your reasons for thinking that chlorine
was or was not set free,

ExperimeniS. As soon as the chemical action in
the test tube has about ceased, empty the Uquid off
the zinc into the tumbler, rinse the zinc, while still

H
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in the test tube, with water, and then heat it on an
evaporating dish tiU it is quite diy. Replace the
zinc on the filter paper, and try whether it has
gained or lost in weight, and how much.

(d) Account for the change in weight, show what
the gain or loss is the weight of, and expkin how
It came about that chlorine was or was not set free
in experiment 2.

(e) Explain why the test tube becomes hot at the
bottom in experiment 1.

^Experiment 4. Pour i^bout a tablespoonful (esti-
mated m a test tube) of the Uquid you poured off
the zmc out of the tumbler into an evaporating
dish, and evaporate it to dryness. Find whether
the dry residue is the same as either of the three
rabstances#)u put into the test tube. If you taste
the residue, do so cautiously.

(/) Point out where and when this residue was
formed, and why you could not see it before the
evaporation.

ig) Show whether the residue contains either ot
the elements of the acid, and what other element or
elements it contains.

(*) Why can you not perceive either of these
elements f

^^
(I) Give the chemical name of the residue in the

dish.

0) Why is it called a salt t
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DiF. A Mlt ^M a componnd substance consisting
of a metal and an acid radical

/»*fl! S™* J^, "^ bichloride WM formed by a metal
(^) t^ng the place of the hydrogen of hydrochloric acid.

alt of hydrooUorie aouL The name chloride is evidently
ooomon to aU the adtaol hydrochloric acid.

^

It can be ahown from experiment 2 that the weight of zinc
which can nmte with a certain amount of chlorine Is limited,
that IS, the two elements unite in d^ite proportuma. Th^
•tadent should note whether this is a constant characteristic
of CAMIMflaJ IMMOn.

Oral BzerdM

1. Deduce this equation from the preceding ex-
periment:—

Metal + Add - Bait + Hydrogen
Za + 8Ha - ZnCl, + 2H.

N.B^UdKmld be iMde ^wy dear that a chemical equa.
tion doe. not prove anything, but, before it can be depended^oo^must be itself proved oorreet by argument based on



CHAPTER XVn
Synthesis of Acidio Oxtoes aito Acids

Bxperiment 1. Put quarter of an inch (dwith) of
watOT into a bottle or flask, bum, with as Uttle
smoke as possible, the end of a splinter of dry woodm the ah- of the bottle above the water. Raise the
sfcidc out of the bottle. Cover the mouth of the
bottle with a wet slip of ghiss or the hand, shake
the water up and down through the bottle, and find
by testmg whether hy<:ht)gen or oxygen was set free.

^ixpenment 2, Add just enough blue litmus
papw (or, better, Utmus solution) to the solution in
tte bottle to distinctly colour it If the colour of
thehtmus does not change, bum wood as before in
the bottle, and shake the solution through the gas.

(a) State briefly the resulte of experiments 1
and 2.

(6) Argue to show the elementary composition
or the substance which changed the colour of the
litmus in eiperiment 2.

^eeperwrnii 3. Bum in the air, over a plate,
without smoke, if possible, a Uttle melted sulphiS
held m a heated wire ooa Note the smriU of the
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»[• (not of the smoke) which risee from the flame
Observe the colour of the flame, and consider how
the ga« was formed which rises out of the flame,
and what gas bums in the flame but does not
nse out of it.

Eafperimentd. Bum sulphur as before, and coUect
the gas produced, by holding a wide-mouth bottle,
moul^ down, close above the flame. Cover the
mouth of the bottle as before, and shake a Uttlew^ through the botJfcle. Taste the solution, and
add enough blue litmus to cok)ur it

(c) Pomt out the probable composition of the
gaa iwoduced in experiment 3. Contrast the gas
produced by this flame with carbonic add gas

(<l) Aigue out the composition of the substance
which changed the colour of the Utmus in experi-
ment 4.

(«) Give the common and chemical names of the
gasea you obtoined by buming the sulphur and
fte charcoal of the wood, and of the two sub-
toncea which changed the colour of the Utmus.

(/) Explain why carbonic acid gas and sul-
Idiurous acid gas are caUed acidic oxides.

I^. The oxide of a non-metal, which wiU unite
with water to form an acid, is caUed an acidic oxide.

(g) How do carbonic acid gas (carbon dioxideX
and sulphurous acid gas (milphur dioxide), differ in
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eompoMtion from carbonic acid and sulphurous
oekt, respectiyely T

-S"* ^^'^ "CW w a comiwund substance, con-
M»ting of hydrogen and an acid radical. An acid
iwnaUy has a sour taste, and turns blue litmus red.

(*) Of what two elements do the radicals of car-
braw^ and sulphurous acid, respectively, con-
n»tT Why are they caUedcow/wMwrfmdicals, while
^eradical of hydrochloric acid is caUed a simple

Oral SztrdsM

Justify the following equations by the experi-
ments in this chapter :

—

(1) C + 20 - 00^
(2) 8 + 20 - 80,
(3) Addio Oxide + Water

00, + H,0
W SO, + H,0

Add.

U,(X), (onrbonio aoid).

H,80, (tulphuroas add).

n^ v^ '^^^^JCOt) ^ <*rboiuc add (hydrio carbonize.HJDd^» caUed the carbonate rndkr*!. m^\^^^«4«rol «Uph«n>u. add. i. called tb, «ilphite iaScS^'xh^

f^it fc«D .ulphuric add. hvdric*iUii.(a^), whid,S^ tJ^J^ three •Uent^ but 'coitoiji moie
o^JJtt^ Tb^ endings <m.^ iu denote that sulphaitHi. add00^ k« oxygen thaa doe. hydric wilphaTcwrfpho^
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CHAPTER XVin

PREPABATION OP BlSIO OxiDlB AND Ba8W
(a) Beview Tell how to make carbonic add,

befi^mung With a piece of carbon or of woodand how to uae a piece of sulphur in prepiuW

^Mistt
^^^"^^^ <*o«8 each of these acids

Jl^meZ.''^^'^
''''* classifying magnesium (Mg)

^»artm«,< i Hold a piece of magnesium

tt^ere. Catch tlie smoke which rises from the fire

(c) Reason out the probable composition of^ash and the smoke, and give theu chemical

m^erimefUS. Wet the ash and the smoke witha httle water, and press a piece of damp red Utmus
paper mto tiie wet mixture, and leave it there till
the colour changes.
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.Sr*^ t,.
'^-'o'Whly dampen with water

n::^tz " *"" ''^ ""* «»' '^^

(/) Becord the reenltg of experiments 2 and 3

ft^lAj^J^ '^'^^ that Ume i.

(*) What flame colour did you mt t T»,j- a
colour indicates the presence of ,.^ . in ^^

Then soak xt m oold water «.d, Vor. « ai,^ ^
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pieeu, veplaee it all in the bowl, and cover the top
of the bowl with an inverted dish.

S^ipmm^tr. Wh«i the lime beguw to get hot.
rai^ the diah a KtUe and tert to find Aether
hydrogen or oxygen i« wt free in the bowL and
Identify the Uquid which coUected on the dish.
Then leave the howl mcovered,

(j ) Explain the heat and the other reeulta.

Expermetit 8, When the contents of the bowl
become quite dry, find whether the weight has
changed, and how mooh.

{k) Show what the difference in weigJit is the
weight of.

(0 Taste the dry powder m the bowl, and test it
with damp red litmns paper.

{m) Ai^e out the elementary composition of
this dry powder, and give its common and chemical
names.

(»•) Point out the probable composition and
chemical name of the substance in exi^eiiment 2
which turned the red litmus blue.

(0) The two substances which turned the red
litmus blue aro called

*^

Dep. The oxide of a metal which will unite
chemicaUy with water to form a base is caUed a
basic <adde. Name two examjdes.
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Oral SMTdM
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Point out in which experiments the foUowinjr
reactiona occur:— *wuuwiiiu

BMio Oxide + Water - BMe.

Ikmo Oxide + Water - •*

(The gr.»p o» two .ton. OH fa odM «,*«.»<.)

nJ^^ff "T^
i» • compound auUtauce com-

•naUine UBte. «.d turn. «h1 Utana mT'^1^^^» tomed when the oxide of . n.et.1 r^^



CHAPTER XIX

Bkiotion betwun a Base and av Acid

(a) How do you argue that lime in the oxide of

a metal t

(b) How do you show what the metal in lime is t

(c) Why is lime called a basic oxide f Give its

chemical name.

(d) Show what elements are in water-slaeked

lime. Give its chemical name, and classify it

IkperimmU 1. Put about half an inch of water

into a small bottle, add enough blue litmus solu-

tion to make the mixture look quite bine; then

blow your breath by means of a tube through

the mixture until the colour changes to a decided

red.

(e) Show what acid changed the colour of the

litmus, and how this acid was formed in the water.

Expermmt 2. Put about an inch of clear lime-

water into p. bottle, and drop a small bit of red

litmus paper into it

(/) As soon as the colour of the paper changes,

show what base did it (Remember that lime-

M



. Kr;:- ,,«•-
r

'
w- ^y »«.„. ,.

Te.t to find whe'hir ir ' '"' " '*"" "' "

froe. Keen on r!- *"'°"««' »*'• hydrr-r „

bottom of ttl^ttll
'""'**

'^ ""'• «» tho

(*) Show what part of the bM8 i. i„ tt.-
oipitute, M,d what «len,enl8 of iSl •? *•"* P""
Al«> point out what S/J''?,'""! •" i" it

b-e «.d the «.t of tlT^a " "•' "' *»

deSilS^of'^:)'"""'"'"' •*"'^ • *-«' 'See

d»l;^^i ;:: 3r?h' k"'^'^ ''*~ p~-y«» >n«ed the baae and the aoidj
(*) Why «, „ ,jy J

"»l>»e oaeh othert
^^

*** "*"

(0 If

•^.^^"r^^isr.-^^r^
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t** -^ not one of the elements of the baae or of the nffkl
ia wt free in experiment 3, we have to look hMk to other
ezperimenti for help in interpreting this reaction. That a
chemical reaction did occur ii shown by the formation of a
new subKtaiioe~the white precipitate. In previous expert-
menta we found that the metals, iron and sine, replaced the
hydrogen of acids, and united with the acid radicals to form
salts, thus setting the hydrogen of the acids free. In thia
experiment we may pre^tuine that the metal calcium of the
base (CaOjH,), acted similarly by toking the place of the
hydrogen of carbonic acid (H^OO,), and uniting with the acid
radical, that is, with the carbon and oxygen of the acid, thus
forming the salt calcium eirbonatc (carbmiate of lime, CkOO,)
which salt appeared as a white precipitate. To explain why
no hydrogen was set free, we must suf^Mae that the dispUced
hydrogen of the add united with the hydrogen and oxygen
(the hydroxyl) of the base to form water (H,0), which water
did not appear to the eye because it mingled with the other
water in which the base and acid were dissolved. This raac-
t^tn, then, may be exprsssed thus :—

Sal* -fWAna
:Ckloiain CsTbonate-t- Water

CWCO^ -t-SHOH
orSB^

-t- AoiD
Oskriam Hydroxide 4 H7drksC«rboaato:

Oa(OH), + EfiOt

Def. a group composed of different kinds of
atoms, forming part of a molecnle, which acts like
a sin^^e atom, passing through a chemical change
without breaking up, is called a oompottod ndical.
Thus hydroxtfl (OH) and the carbonate radical (00,),
as indicated in the above equation, are compound
radicals. Compound radicals, like elements, have
valence. It can be seen above that the valence of
hydroxyl is ome and that of the carbonate radical
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little at atime. wkh ]ht^i!li^*^-.^ ^« **»» ~'«'«on. »

<«yg«i « »t fn» in this Sm "^ ''^"^ «'

tion (rf A part of the 8oliif.-..n -„j _Iv^«. ^ **?*" ©vapofB-

(2) Prepare the lalt mtdium ndnkctU rNaJm \ k„ j •

fc>n.«li of th. t^STil'^nZlr •''^ "^ --" "^



G8 r/jwr couBsa in chemibtmy

A PARTIAL LIST OF THB SLBMBITS

*** mtmsL

AlumiDum or Alumiainm jy
Antimony (8tilHuoi) . . .....'.''....'...'. gb
Areenio !.*.".*.' km
Bariuin '..*.*.'.*.'.'

p^
Biaitiuth ' .....'.*'

! ] . 1 1

^ "
[

]

'

"

m
Boron .*.*!.'.'*.*![ B
Bromine .*.'.'.'.'..','.'.'.*

Br
Calcium »'!!!!!!"!! Ck
Carbon '.'.'...".'.'.'" n
Chlorine !!*!!!!. n
Chromium fw
Cobalt !!!!!!!!!!'!"" S
Copper <Cu|>rum) ..'......*.*........ C«
Fluorine ......'!.*.*."" W
<3ol<t<Aurnm) ••.!! !!!!!!!!!1 Aa
Hjrdro^an »
Iodine !!!i^[i.i;;;"* f
Iron (Ferrum) -
Lead (Plumbum) .'.".".".*.".'.".*.*.'.'.'.*'

pj>
Magnaaium .'.'.'.*.'.*.*,*.'.'." W^
Manganeae Jlf
Mercury (Hydrargymm) a-
Nickel ., !!!!!'.!! 5i
Nitrogen i*
o»yg«» .!.!!./..!!!!!!'. o
I^UMphoma p
PlaUnum *.'.'.'.'.'.*.*,*.*.*."

pt
PMaaaium K
8'licon !!!.'.".'"*

Si
Hiker ( Argentam) !!!!!!!!! As
Strontium .".*.*.'.*.'.'.'." &
Sulphur .".'.'...'.'.'."..**'

B
Tin (SUnnum) '

fi„

2*- ::::::::::::: i:

<wei>iunr

a
3. 6

3. 6
2
8
S
1

t
4
1

t
8
a
1

•
I

1

%*
a
a
a
8
8
8,8
8
8,8
4
1

4
1

2
8,4,8
8.4
8

Nora.-Wlimi the ralence of an element is one. it ia said to ba
univalent. In like manner the termH bivalent. trivalMit. and aaadrk
valMii. UeiKtte a vaiaooe oi' two, thnt, and/oMr r«apaotiv«||y
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SET OF APPARATUS AHD RBAOBHTS
Fu. Okb 8«;o.„ on Two Srvnun^ W»«„« Tci^,^

« orr^^-"""''
"^'^^^ ««"««. o«-r „««, . one 2 or 4 «.. o„,

1 Wide-moath Milk Bottle, J pinf,
2 OUm Stirring Rod..

2 01ms Slips, abc 't 3 in. i^juare
I SbmU OUm Funnel.

1 Test Tube Holder, wi« p^fen^,.

iTrTrj;^:'*''*"^-"^*-

I Enamelled Metal Plate.
"•wea-

t! Small (Jl«« j)u^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
1 Enamelled Metd or Earthwi BoirL
1 Small Enamelled Spoon.
2 Tumblers, plain and thick.

J W* !;!?L'^'^ '""*" ^•^y'^ Spirit-.

I Trtpod StMid, to set over Oas Flame nr H,^* t
^^

«';*po«ting Sauoer during eva^^r^i^ *''^'** '^P "^ ««««

d^?^;: sltvI!?**
""^^ Ev.po„^i„^ j^

I S^ r *"** (wooden tooth-picks).
I pint Limewatw in corked bottle.

water, on top, or in pitcher.

ft«mln«|hedUuUoBlnth.pro|».J|;,M4i;j^ '*^ """ *»*» ••^
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OoMios .9noK or RsAosim aro Onmm MAnauL*
(Pat ap in tiottlw, Jm, mm! bozM)

For ill* OM of a ekM of SO to 40 sfcadrntii.

1 g«Uoo Alcohol (MHhyl.t«i8pirito).2q«rt.Vln«piir; 2q»»to

liiu.^"*!^ '^"^'^^ <^'^)' » »»* Chlorate of Potod,
cry«toh, 4 Ibfc Comm.roi.1 Orwaktod Zinc or Zinc Cuttingi

J
•1«*«^« •'•d V qaire lUd Litmas P*p.r, for c«tUng op «Iiui

for wpjrtoMto:
1 o^ LitowPowdM; 1 «nall ji^r H«ti Ch««»I,

ft^ Sulphur «d . lifctA, in lump.
; 4 0.. MiHjn«rt„„ wiro or

-S^LJ^ " T"*^' * "*• ^^'^ ^^ Tubing. I in. bow,

^^*J IV 1*^ '^***' ^""' ^« <*'><»1^ Wi,^). in , t^

• doMo good P*rfor.t«I Rabb«r Stopper^ with on. pwfoJioo In•i^, to fit TW T,b«; . ,ot of ordinary Corlu. .Mort«l .{«.,

A n.^Lj'*"' * '** Common Salt; 2 lb«. Bine Vitriol 5 1 pktA^o. Dr, (ml), lib. Ca»tic Soda, in .tidu: i lb. OailticP«aA. in Miok.: 80 Splinter, of Dry Harfwood. 7 or 8 in. long;
SpaciiMo. of Common Metab. in atrip, or in tha form of ,»ilbor
!"•« *J^ ^*' Balanoaa. Mositivo to abo«t A of a gram-

Swbr jbo-ld Indodo. at drat, the App^atu. and Ch«nloala

ST^nH^
"*"."* y *»»«,8t«d«rt«' Set. given In the pwoeding

Itofc, and for i«pl«,id»iBg the wt. a. needed. The gn«tWMrt <rf

the...upplie.wlUk.tanaTefagewhoolfor«w«»lyLrfc
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